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Beyond the Tsunami with Ken Watanabe, 1x30
Follow actor Ken Watanabe as he visits the northeastern region of Tohoku region to observe Japan’s recovery from the tsunami and earthquake. This is the story of one nation’s spirit and resilience as told through the eyes of one of its greatest ambassadors, one with a personal passion to help rebuild his country.

Bering Sea Gold, 8x60
In the frontier town of Nome, Alaska there’s a gold rush on but the precious metal isn’t found in the ground, it’s sitting at the bottom of the frigid Bering Sea. As Nome’s ice pack melts, miners dive and dredge to scour the bottom of the sea in a race to haul in as much gold as possible before the waters become too frigid to dive.

Man Made Marvels China 7, 2x60
Learn the engineering secrets behind two wonders of Chinese construction - the world’s biggest hydro works and the history behind the design of Beijing. One can only expect forward-thinking technologies in one of the world’s fastest developing countries.

The Ultimate Climb, 1x60
The Ultimate Climb features exclusive breath-taking footage Geordie Stewart shot while chasing his dream of climbing the highest and most famous mountain in the world - Everest. If he can achieve this goal, Geordie will set a new record, becoming the youngest Briton ever to climb the highest points on each of the seven continents.

Long Island Medium 2, 12x30
With a waiting list of over two years, Theresa Caputo has turned numerous skeptics into believers as she helps countless individuals connect with their loved ones on the other side. Theresa has a remarkable ability to connect with the dead with specific and emotional details.

Million Dollar Collections, 4x30
This four-part series takes you inside some of the most spectacular private collections. The owners have scoured the earth for pieces of modern history to call their own. From iconic sports artifacts, cars that sped to racing victory or guitars that rocked the world, these are some of the most important artifacts of our times.

Rowing the Pacific, 1x60
Overcoming perilous hurricanes and life-threatening electrical storms, Mick Dawson and Chris Martin set a new world record when they rowed 7,000 miles across the Pacific Ocean in just 189 days. Rowing the Pacific tells the amazing story of human endurance and courage as two men were pushed to the edge and beyond.

NASA’s Unexplained Files, 1x60
Countless mysterious flying objects have been caught on NASA’s cameras and many astronauts have reported seeing UFOs. We’ll reveal NASA footage and ground-breaking interviews from both astronauts and scientists to explore the idea that there may be life outside of our planet.

Portraits China, 4x60
Discovery Channel presents a ground-breaking series that profiles the people at the forefront of transformation. Each episode focuses on an outstanding leader or thinker in their field including clean-tech entrepreneur and billionaire, Shi Zhengrong, Team China, Dr. Zhong NanShan, and world famous dancer Yang Liping.

Rebuilding Japan, 6x30
Discovery Channel commemorates the first anniversary of one of Japan’s biggest natural disasters ever. As a 9.0-magnitude earthquake resulted in a tsunami that caused widespread destruction across the country, we explore the inspirational stories of the country’s heroic recovery efforts.

Tanked - Season 2, 10x60
The family-owned business of Acrylic Tank Manufacturing is one of the country’s leading builders of aquariums. ATM is led by Wayde King and Brett Raymer, and is housed in a state-of-the-art facility located in the center of Sin City. ATM has designed and built thousands of enormous, jaw-dropping aquarium builds and conceptual tanks.

Tech Toys 360, 13x30
This series showcases the latest in high-end gear. Each episode features segments on everything from limited-edition cars, the Seabob underwater scooter, GPS-enabled goggies, high definition sport cameras, and the Maserati GranTurismo.

Wildlife SOS – Season 10, 12x60
Simon Cowell has devoted his life to animal rescues in the South of England. In season 10, Simon and his fellow ‘rehabbers’ save the lives of kestrels and badger cubs in England, help to protect seals and dolphins on the west coast of Ireland, then venture into Rwanda and the Congo to aid the endangered mountain gorilla.

World’s Toughest Expeditions with James Cracknell, 4x60
James Cracknell follows in some of the great adventurers footsteps to tackle four epic journeys of courage and endurance. He will come to learn about the mental and physical attributes that helped define these adventurers, while analyzing the science behind the physiological changes they underwent.

To view our full list of programs, please visit: dei.discovery.com, and click on “Private Networks”